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User behavior analytics: Securing your
network against the unexpected
As an IT administrator, you know how to ward off outsiders trying to breach your
security and gain access to organizational data. However, internal threats make
things a little more complicated since disgruntled employees are already within
your network premises, and they might have access to critical resources. With
almost 28 percent of data breaches involving trusted insiders, it’s high time you
strengthen your detection systems to identify malicious activity within your network.

User behavior analytics (UBA) is your best bet for gaining better insight into your
domain users' activities and detecting any insider threats. UBA creates a dynamic
baseline of each user's activity and will monitor user behavior continuously to detect
anomalies. Any activity that deviates from the norm is detected using machine
learning.

Why are traditional security solutions weaker than UBA?
Inability to detect abnormalities: Traditional auditing techniques can’t accurately detect unusual
user behavior. Alert thresholds are subjective and unique to each network, plus they change over
time, so you can’t rely on alerts to spot threats, especially slow attacks. You can detect deviations
using machine learning without setting any threshold values. Machine learning analyzes user
behavior over time and spots any minor user abnormalities.

False positives mask the real threats: In spite of organizations keeping their perimeters secure and
carefully scrutinizing every step of insiders and outsiders alike, almost 68 percent of all breaches in
2017 took a month or longer to discover. This is because most administrators miss the indicators of
compromise amidst an overwhelming volume of false alarms. UBA uses machine learning to spot
anomalies, so you don’t have to spend time and effort configuring rules to avoid false positives.
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How UBA strengthens insider threat detection
UBA employs different artificial intelligence methods to study user behavior patterns over time. When a UBA
solution detects a suspicious incident that deviates from the user's normal behavior, it alerts administrators.

For example, if a user logs in to a machine they generally don’t log in to, the UBA engine will classify this
event as anomalous activity and alert the administrator who can further investigate the incident.

The ADAudit Plus advantage
ADAudit Plus, real-time Active Directory change monitoring software, doesn't stop with just auditing your
domain controllers. It goes a step further by incorporating UBA to detect insider threats more efficiently. Its
built-in UBA engine helps you:
Detect abnormalities.
Detect privilege abuse.
Spot external threats caused by users' mistakes.

Detecting abnormalities
Any deviation from a user's daily routine is immediately detected with ADAudit Plus.
These abnormalities include:
Unusual volume of a specific routine event, such as a logon.
Abnormal time of logon or object access.
Logging into a machine a user doesn’t typically use.
Attempting to access a specific resource for the first time.
Unusual file activity, including modification, copying, and deletion.
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Detecting privilege abuse
ADAudit Plus’ UBA module detects abnormal user behavior from privileged users to protect sensitive data.
For instance, if a privileged user tries to access a critical file or folder and perform an unusually large volume
of file modifications, ADAudit Plus will flag this event and alert you about the possible threat.

Spotting security threats caused by users' mistakes
If a user accidentally opens the door for a breach or damages data by mistake, ADAudit Plus’ UBA engine
can catch the anomaly immediately. Consider a user who accidentally grants everyone in the organization
permission to access a sensitive file. ADAudit Plus will detect the unusual volume of file activity and trigger
an alert. An admin can then take a look into why this file was suddenly accessed so many times, and detect
the data breach.
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Risk assessment reports
You can identify the weak points in your network by filtering the users connected to the most assets, as well
as hyperactive accounts. ADAudit Plus offers risk assessment reports for monitoring these vulnerable
accounts. For instance, you can find out which accounts have the highest activity count (eg. high file activity)
by running a query in the risk assessment reports.

ADAudit Plus’ real-time alerting console instantly notifies admins of every critical event; alerts are sent straight
to admins’ inboxes or phones. With ADAudit Plus, admins can keep a close watch on domain users' behavior,
and detect compromised credentials, lateral movement, and other malicious behavior on the spot.

